32o	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
5. The Nature of the Reconciling Symbol in Spittelei
There still remains an important question to discuss;
namely the character of this jewel or symbol of renewed
life, which the poet divines as the vessel of joy and deliver-
ance. We have compared a number of excerpts, which
substantiate the "Divine" nature of the jewel. We find
it more or less clearly stated that the symbol contains
possibilities for new energic deliveries, *>, the release of
libido unconsciously bound. The symbol always says:
In some such form as this will a new manifestation of
life, a deliverance from the bondage and weariness of
life, be found. The libido which is freed from the un-
conscious by means of the symbol is symbolized as a
young or rejuvenated God; in Christianity, for instance,
Jehovah achieved a transformation into the loving Father,
embracing an altogether higher and more spiritual morality*
The motif of the God-renewall is universal, and therefore
presumably familiar. Referring to the redeeming power
of the jewel, Pandora says: " But lo! I have heard of a
race of men, full of sorrow and deserving of pity ; therefore
have I conceived a gift, with which, perchance, an thou
grantest my petition, I may soothe and solace their many
woes."2 The leaves of the tree which shelter the birth
sing: u For here abideth presence, blessedness and ^race."a
Love and joy is the message of the " wonderchild",
the new symbol; hence a sort of paradisiacal state. This is
parallel with the message that heralded the birth of Christ,
while the greeting by the Sun-goddess4 and the miracle,
wherein men at remote distances became (goodJ and
blessed at the moment of the birth,* are attributes of the
birth of Buddha. Concerning the 'Divine blessing* I
wish to emphasize only this one significant passage;
i Cf. Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious.	'
» Spitteler, Prometheus and Epimetheus, p. 108.         » Ibid., p, 137,
4 ®id-> P- 132.

